A list of Environmental Humanities speakers and visiting scholars since 2015:

2015-16

- **Joni Adamson**, Environmental Humanities, Arizona State University
- **Brenda Bowen**, Director, Global Change and Sustainability Center, University of Utah
- **Danielle Endres**, Communication, University of Utah
- **Brock Evans**, President of the Endangered Species Organization
- **David Quammen**, Contributing writer, National Geographic
- **Joshua L Reid**, American Indian Studies, University of Washington
- **Thomas Michael Swensen**, Ethnic Studies, University of Utah

2016-17

- **Taylor Brorby**, Author of *Fracture: Essays, Poems and Stories on Fracking in America*
- **Benjamin Cohen**, History, University of Utah
- **Christopher Cokinos**, Poet, English, University of Arizona
- **Annie Gilbert Coleman**, American Studies, University of Notre Dame
- **Mary Ellen Hannibal**, Author of *Citizen Science: Searching for Heroes and Hope in an Age of Extinction*
- **Lisa Swanstrom**, English, University of Utah
- **Stephen Trimble**, Environmental Writer, Educator, Conservationist, Photographer
- **Wendy Wischer**, Art/Art History, University of Utah

2017-18

- **Greg Meehan**, Author of *Thank You Fossil Fuels and Good Night*
- **George Handley**, English, BYU
- **Carlos Santana**, Philosophy, University of Utah
- **David Solnit**, North American Arts Organizer, 350.org
- **Adam Sobel**, Author of *Storm Surge* and founder of Initiative on Extreme Weather and Climate at Columbia University
- **Amitav Ghosh**, Acclaimed novelist, and inaugural recipient of Utah Award in the Environmental Humanities
2018-2019

**Environmental Humanities in the 21st Century University**, held at **Taft-Nicholson Center**, MT

**Thomas Michael Swensen**, Ethnic Studies, University of Utah

Local non-profit leaders **Ashley Patterson, Carl Fisher, and Cheryl Fox**

**Carlos Santana**, Philosophy, University of Utah

**Amy Irvine**, Author, public-lands activist

**Rebecca Solnit**, Author, historian, activist, and recipient of the second **Utah Award in the Environmental Humanities**

**David Pellow**, Environmental Studies, UCSB

[https://humanities.utah.edu/students/graduation.php](https://humanities.utah.edu/students/graduation.php)

2019-2020

**Robin Kimmerer**, Professor of Environmental and Forest Biology; and Director, Center for Native Peoples, and the Environment, at the State University of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry.

**Robert D. Newman**, Director of the National Humanities Center

**Jonathan Franzen**, Author and recipient of the Utah Award in the Environmental Humanities

2020-2021

Ashley Finley, founder of **Black Lives Matter, SLC**

**Matty Layne Glasgow**, poet

**Heather Houser**, English and Environmental Humanities at UT, Austin

**Logan Mitchell**, Atmospheric Sciences, University of Utah

**Rikki Nadkarni-Longino**, Co-founder, **Mobile Moon Co-op, EH Community Practitioner in Residence**, Spring 2021

Gavin Noyes, advisor **Utah Diné Bikéyah**

**Nicole Seymour**, scholar, professor, cultural critic

Grace Stoner, landscape architect

**Mark Sundeen**, writer

**Pam Uschuk**, poet